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I.M. Pei talks with Fumihiko Maki about memorable people and projects from a career that has spanned more than half a century

Included are descriptions of his encounters with Walter Gropius and Alvar Aalto, which convey the high esteem he held of these eminent architects as

teachers and friends

I.M. Pei, one of the giants of modern architecture, is featured in the first of a new series that will deliver a new perspective on 20th-century architecture through

interviews in which prominent architects look back on their careers.

He talks with Fumihiko Maki about memorable people and projects from a career that has spanned more than half a century. Included are descriptions of his

encounters with Walter Gropius and Alvar Aalto, which convey the high esteem he held of these eminent architects as teachers and friends. Tracing his career

in 3 parts, a chronological list of his works from 1950-2008 is also included.

Evident throughout is Pei’s warmly human approach to architecture, which transcends the framework of academic or professional relationships and values above

all the satisfaction of working with valued associates toward common goals.

Text in English and Japanese.

Contents:

Part I: Early Encounters with the Masters;

Part II: Working with the Client – Developers, Institutions, Government;

Part III: Art and Architecture;

Post-Interview Thoughts – Fumihiko Maki;

Biography;

Chronological List of Works by I.M. Pei (1950-2008).

a+u - Architecture and Urbanism  - is a monthly architectural magazine established in 1971 that highlights the work and activities of top contemporary

architects from around the world. a+u features architecture and a broad range of other new design sources in a well-presented format.
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